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Brazil to Improve by 2018, Says Avianca's Efromovich
BY JAMES CROMBIE, BLOOMBERG BRIEF EDITOR

Brazil's economy will start to get better by 2018, according
to , owner of airlines in the regionGerman Efromovich
including Colombia's .Avianca

"We want to survive until the end of 2017 because in 2018
the cycle will start to come back," he said in an interview on
Sept. 29 in New York. "The best moment to invest in Brazil
is now. People are afraid, but this is the moment to be
there."

The Brazilian-Colombian investor does not rule out further
deterioration in LatAm economic fundamentals, but he said
being nimble is key.

"It can get worse, but we have to be an accordion. You
have to be able to react in real time to any changes, and
you have to be fast. If you do that, you will be able to
survive," said Efromovich.

Efromovich said he is optimistic on the Colombian economy, which he expects to
benefit from signing a peace deal that is  by March 2016. He said that a dealexpected
would boost exports and growth, as well as sectors such as agriculture. Reduced public
expenditure on security and military would also help.

"In the middle of all this mess, Colombia will end up this year with 3 percent growth. In
the last 15 years, they have been very transparent with the rules and very open to
foreign investment. They have shown that they support private investments in all the
areas."

Despite this, the co-founder of private equity firm Efromovich/Silva Capital Partners
said that fundraising for Colombia is difficult because of macro-economic volatility.
"People, either they don't understand, or they get afraid. [They worry about] devaluation,
can it get worse, which in my opinion is wrong. You don't change your dollars to pesos
when the peso is at 1,900, you change it when the peso is 3,000-3,500."

Regarding his main business, airlines, Efromovich said there is excess capacity in the
region after demand fell because of currency devaluation. "The devaluation hit us, but it's
compensated a little bit by the reduction of the price of the fuel."

He added that Avianca would rather cut capacity than run loss-making flights.  
"We have reduced some capacity and we have restudied the routing [amid a regional

slowdown.] You can make promotions, but you have to draw a line where the promotions
are not suicidal."

In Brazil,  is making "a very little profit" and has no debt other thanAvianca Brasil
leases, said Efromovich. "We fly with a little bit over 80 percent load factor and we are
not giving away tickets.”  

A merger of Colombia and Brazil units is still being considered, but it is unlikely to
happen in the near term.

“It makes sense, we always thought about it. We don't know when it's going to happen.
We're looking for the right moment. Today, or next month, it's not going to happen, but
obviously we keep that light on, permanently," said Efromovich.

Elsewhere in the region, Avianca has an estimated $280 million trapped in Venezuela,
which Efromovich said he expects to retrieve.

"It's a moving target. They will eventually have to pay that bill. First the country has to
get its act together," said the investor.
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"Mexico is a deteriorating credit
in slow motion, despite all the
positivity."
– , head of emerging market debtSimon Lue-Fong
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quarter of a century is
wreaking  on municipalhavoc
finances, with at least five

states receiving court approval to delay
some debt payments to the federal
government in the past month.
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IMF Chops Outlook, Again

Source: IMF

The IMF   its Brazil GDP forecast to -3%cut
for this year and -1% in 2016, according to an
Oct. 6 report. It also predicted a worse
outlook for Mexico and the region than in its
last update, issued in July.
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DEFAULT RISK BY RALPH COPE, MARKET SPECIALIST, BLOOMBERG LP

Finding a Silver Lining in Brazil’s Myriad Problems
Markets and models are sending

different messages on Brazil's risk of
default, with a much higher CDS spread
than is justified by fundamentals.  

Three weeks after downgradedS&P 
Brazil's debt to junk, the real remains one
of the world's worst-performing
currencies, and the five-year credit default
swap spread is up more than 60 percent
since July. Markets expect  and Moody's

 to follow S&P, putting furtherFitch
pressure on Brazilian assets.

Based on Bloomberg’s sovereign credit
risk model, the short-term risk profile of
Brazil is relatively positive. There is only a
0.07 percent probability of default in the
next 12 months, less than Colombia,
Mexico or Russia, the model shows.

This is barely higher than the probability
of default in the U.S., which the model
estimates at 0.06 percent.

The same model estimates that the cost
of five-year credit protection on Brazil
should be 296 basis points. Five-year
CDS spreads on Brazil were 115 basis
points higher at 410 basis points on Oct.
5, some 70 basis points above Russia.

Why are the market and model so
divided?

While Brazil’s economy is contracting,
which counts against it in the risk model,
the relative robustness of its finances
counts heavily in its favor.

First, Brazil's external debt due in the
next 12 months as a percentage of GDP
is 7.17 percent, compared with 15.84
percent for Chile and 12.46 percent for
Mexico.

Second, Brazil’s currency reserves
divided by its external debt are a
whopping 217 percent while in Chile and
Mexico they are just 93.1 percent and
122.4 percent respectively.

Third, in Brazil some 2.9 percent of total
loans are non performing, in line with
Mexico but better than Colombia or Peru.

Click for more on your Bloomberghere 
terminal.

This story was written by a Bloomberg LP

employee involved with sales-support and was

edited by the News Department. To suggest ideas

or provide feedback, contact the editor James

Crombie at  orjcrombie8@bloomberg.net

212-617-3590    

ETFS BY RALPH COPE, MARKET SPECIALIST, BLOOMBERG LP

Brazil CDS Imply Higher Default Risk Than Model

Brazil's Short-Term External Debt to GDP...

...And Reserve Ratio Is Stronger Than Its Higher-Rated Peers
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ETFS BY RALPH COPE, MARKET SPECIALIST, BLOOMBERG LP

Investors Take a Big Bet on Emerging Markets By Shorting ETFs
Analyzing ETF short interest — the

percentage of total shares outstanding
being used in short selling transactions —
reveals two key trends.

Firstly, hedge funds and other
speculators are  emergingshorting
markets. Secondly, these bets are being
made against specific countries in two
regions: Latin America and Asia.

Seven of the 10 most shorted equity
ETFs in the world are on funds with direct
exposure to emerging markets. Of these
seven most shorted, Mexico, Brazil and
Chile all have short interest in excess of
20 percent of shares outstanding.

Of the three Latin countries, Mexico
stands out as the most vulnerable, with
short interest having increased more than
three fold over the past 12 months while
there has been some short covering in
Brazil.

Hedge funds and other speculators are
using the ETF to wager that Mexican
stocks are headed for a tumble after
holding up better recently than
emerging-market peers from Brazil to
China on optimism that the opening of the
nation’s energy industry would fuel faster
growth.

After a prolonged tumble in crude and
the peso falling to a record low, the sheen
maybe fading on Mexican stocks, whose
valuations are nearly triple the MSCI
Emerging Markets Index average.

Brazilian and Mexican markets are still
expensive on a trailing 12 month EPS
basis, with the Mexico IPC index trading
at 29.89 times and Brazil at 28.07 times,
when compared with 14.63 on the Dow.
The Chilean IPSA Index is trading at a
more reasonable 16.14 times 12 month
trailing earnings.    

This story was written by a Bloomberg LP employee involved with sales-support and was edited by the News Department. To suggest ideas or provide feedback,

contact the editor for this story: James Crombie at  or 212-617-3590  jcrombie8@bloomberg.net
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Chile, Mexico, Brazil Among Most Shorted ETFs Globally

Betting Against Mexico: ETF Shorts Highlight Bias
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PRIVATE EQUITY

Brazil’s economic and political woes are
creating some opportunities for venture
capital investors, according to panelists at
a conference last week.

Private equity, particularly buyout fund,
returns are somewhat correlated to
economic cycles, while VC operates
relatively independently of the economy, 

, managing director at Scott Voss
, said  on a panelHarbourVest Partners

at the  Venture Investors NewLAVCA
York Summit last week.

“Venture capital returns are correlated
to innovation cycles,” Voss said.
“Arguably if you are a startup and you are
looking to disrupt an industry, the best
time to do it is when the incumbents are
weak. There is an opportunity if you are
focused on startups and innovation,
regardless of what part of the economic
cycle it is.”

The weaker Brazilian currency means
U.S. dollar investors are “getting a lot of
value”, whichever stage of venture capital
they are investing in, he said.

Investors in sMonashees Capital’
latest fund asked few questions about the
macroeconomic conditions, according to  

, the firm’s managing partner.Eric Acher
He expects the firm will, in a few years,
reap the rewards of investments made
today. “The really true, long-term venture
capital investors, they believe that this is
a phase of the cycle,” he said.  

“The new investors that we were able to
attract to this new fund, we heard from
them ‘it’s not about macro, it’s about
investing in the globalization and applied
technology . . . in which Brazil [is a] hub,
it’s about trying to be with the leading and
dominant VCs.“  

—  Ainslie Chandler, Bloomberg Brief

Colombia’s state-owned Bancoldex
hopes to finish fundraising for its first
fund-of-funds by January, according to
bank President .Luis Fernando Castro

The new fund, which has a target of
$500 million, will make investments of
$10 million to $20 million in LatAm growth

Brazil’s Macro Uncertainty
Creates VC Opportunities  

Bancoldex May Close First
Fund-of-Funds in January

funds, said Castro in an interview last
week. The bank will commit $100 million
and seeks a further $400 million from
limited partners, he said. Bancoldex plans
to not only invest in funds, but also tap
the bank’s resources to identify deals in
Colombia to put money into, he said.

Bancoldex launched its private equity
and venture capital business in 2009,
allocating $100 million to fund
investments. The size of its investments
has averaged $4 million to $5 million
apiece. About $40 million is currently
invested, and the bank has raised about
10 times that amount in commitments
from other investors, Castro estimated.

“The idea was also to attract new
international and local players into the
industry and to provide an alternative
source of financing to companies,” he
said.

The Colombian private equity and
venture capital market has grown
markedly in the years since 2009, he
said. Back then, "there were not too many
players, there were two or three private
equity [firms] and no VCs," he said. "Now
we have about 55, between private equity
and venture capital.”

As of July 31, 2014, private equity and
venture capital funds that had completed
fundraising in Colombia had $4.34 billion
in commitments, a report from Bancoldex
showed.

— Ainslie Chandler, Bloomberg Brief  

Advent is weighing a bid for a unit of
Brazilian steelmaker , according to aCSN
person with knowledge of the matter.

A sale of CSN’s ,Sepetiba Tecon
 which operates a container terminal at
the port of Sepetiba in Rio de Janeiro
state, could fetch a valuation comparable
to , theSantos Brasil Participacoes
country’s largest shipping-container
operator, the person said, asking not to
be identified discussing private
information. Santos Brasil’s enterprise
value is approximately 7.6 times projected
earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortization.

Brazil investments are a priority for
Advent, , aJuan Pablo Zucchini
managing partner at the firm, said in
November.

CSN Chief Executive Officer Benjamin
 said in July that he wants toSteinbruch

sell lower-returning assets to help reduce
debt. Slumping global prices, a shrinking
domestic economy and surging bond
yields have pushed CSN’s net debt to
20.8 billion reais, almost five times its
market value, with leverage at the highest
in more than a decade.

— Cristiane Lucchesi, Alan Goldstein and

Jonathan Levin, Bloomberg News

Advent May Bid for CSN's
Brazil Port Operator

ARGENTINA  CAROLINA MILLAN, BLOOMBERG NEWS

Brazil, Argentina PE Outlook Worst, Say LPs
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ARGENTINA  CAROLINA MILLAN, BLOOMBERG NEWS

BofA Banker Leading Argentina Bond Deals Sees More Sales in 2015
Bank of America has surged to the top

of Argentina league tables for bond sales
this year, advising on the biggest deals
from the Province of Buenos Aires to
state-run energy company YPF.

Sebastian Loketek, head of Bank of
America Merrill Lynch investment banking
for Argentina, Uruguay and Chile, said the
best year for Argentine issuance since
2011 may not be over yet. Three or four
provincial and corporate debt sales may
price before the end of the year for
between $300 and $600 million each
depending on market conditions, he said
in an interview. After a busy first half,
issuance has slowed on increased
volatility ahead of Oct. 25 elections and
instability from the global selloff in
commodities spilling over into Argentina.

"There will be market windows to price
these deals,” he said. “We are
recommending issuers to be ready so
they can go as soon as they open. It’s
going to be a volatile market from now
until the end of the year and elections
could be a differentiating catalyst for
Argentina.”

BAML’s ranking among bond
underwriters has jumped nine levels from
last year after doing $2.5 billion of deals
this year, according to data compiled by
Bloomberg. Loketek said there’s been
increased interest from so-called
“real-money accounts,” long-term
investors such as mutual funds and
pensions, in entering Argentina both
through debt markets and mergers and
acquisitions.

With Argentina bracing for regime
change as president Cristina Fernandez

finishes her second term inde Kirchner 
December, Loketek says the market will
start issuing on a larger scale once the
government reforms regulations that
restrict companies from repatriating
profits and when the country reaches a
resolution to the decade-long dispute with
holdout creditors. The debt market in

Argentina could pick up as soon as the
second or third quarters of 2016, he
added.

While ruling party candidate and
front-runner is leadingDaniel Scioli 
opinion polls to replace Fernandez, he
has said he would focus his economic
plan on promoting more investment and
to provide predictability to policy.
Opposition candidates Mauricio Macri 
and have promised to liftSergio Massa 
currency controls within the first 100 days.

All three leading candidates have
acknowledged the need to settle litigation
with hedge funds led by billionaire Paul

 in order toSinger’s Elliott Management
regain access to international capital
markets.

"A resolution with the hold-outs will
have an immediate effect on rates,”
Loketek, 44, said. “I am convinced that
the situation can be resolved.”

This year, the bank also advised Tulsa,
Oklahoma-based  Apco Oil & Gas

 on its $427 million saleInternational Inc.

to Argentina’s and workedPluspetrol SA 
with Caxias Do Sul, Brazil-based 

on the sale of its ArgentineLupatech SA 
assets to for $22 million.Sophia Capital 
In July, BAML also advised
Colombia-based onAlmacenes Exito SA 
the purchase of grocery chain Libertad 
as part of a $1.8 billion deal with Casino

.Guichard Perrachon SA
Loketek also sees the market for initial

public offerings recovering in the year
ahead, with the most potential for
companies in the financial industry
followed by infrastructure and energy.
There hasn’t been an Argentine IPO since
technology company wentGlobant SA 
public in July 2014.

"It’s key that the IPO market starts out
strong, with the right companies —  those
of a reasonable size and leaders in their
industry,” he said. “There are some
companies in Argentina that have the
ability to open the market, we believe they
will generate significant investor interest
and we’re encouraging them to go."

 

Q&A

Bank of America Dominates Argentina Bond League

DCM proceeds are the portion of the total debt raised which was credited to the bank. 
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Q&A

Mexico 'Deteriorating in Slow Motion,' Brazil to 'Perform Poorly:' Pictet's Lue-Fong

Mexico is the "least worst" LatAm credit, though it

may still disappoint investors because of weak

growth, according to , head ofSimon Lue-Fong

emerging market debt at Pictet Asset

. London-based Lue-Fong spoke toManagement

Bloomberg Brief's Carolina Wilson on Sept. 29

and Oct. 5. His comments have been edited and

condensed.

Q: What would it take to get investors
excited about emerging markets?
A: Commodities stabilizing, growth
somehow coming back, and exports
picking up. Let's get the Fed out of the
way, let's get commodity prices flat-lining
where they're not going down anymore,
let's see some growth or some pick-up in
global exports.

Q: When does that happen?
A: It's not a this year story, I'm afraid. Any
rallies that happen this year are short
covering. I don't think structural buying
from dedicated investors like us is coming
anytime soon.

Q: What is the best and worst in EM?
A: My least worst would probably be
Mexico. Worst-worst is very clearly Brazil.

Q: What's your outlook for Brazil?
A: The BRIC story is such an ingrained
story that there's a lot of exposure there
which somehow still needs to be
unwound or hedged. I would expect to
see Brazil continue to perform poorly until
some sane policy can be put in place,
which doesn't look like it is coming very
quickly.

Q: What would help fix Brazil?
What Brazil needs is a tight fiscal,A: 

loose monetary policy in combination with
a weak currency. Until they get that, I'm
not prepared to step in. We remain
cautious and underweight in Brazil.

 Q: Will Moody's and Fitch downgrade
the sovereign?
A: On the metrics side, there's no reason
why Brazil should have investment grade
status and it will lose it. It's just a question
of them getting around to it.

 

Q: Will Dilma survive?
 No. There's an uphill struggle there.  A:

Q: Are you overweight anywhere in
LatAm?

No. We're pretty bearish on the assetA: 
class as a whole and it's quite unusual for
us to say that. Everyone thought the
boom-busts were vanished to the past,
but it turns out they're not. It's a
risk-premium asset class. The
risk-premium will come back in and then
you'll be making great returns again, but
you have to patient and wait for that time
to occur. We're still at the unwind phase.

Q: What's your view beyond Brazil?
A: You've got the Andeans, which
by-and-large, are unbalanced, sort of a
beta-player. With commodities being
lackluster, they'll find it hard to go
anywhere in particular. Some people also
argue that Chile is the least worst in that
region. We're quite neutral, at best, even
the good countries. The good guy out
there is Mexico. It's a good country, but
very heavily owned still. The currency will
continue to weaken, which will continue to
disappoint investors. Mexico will probably
move in lock-step with the Fed, as well,
which will keep you afraid of MBonos. 
We are underweight the currency, flat the
local rates and flat dollar debt.

Q: What are the risks in Mexico?
A: Mexico is a deteriorating credit in slow
motion, despite all the positivity.
Unfortunately, good country, no sign of
downgrades, no imbalances, but I find it
difficult to be excited about it right now. 
Growth has always disappointed and EM
is a growth-asset class. They've had labor

reform, fiscal energy reform, and that's all
good and helps them not have
imbalances. It's unclear, when I speak to
policy makers, if they actually understand
why growth hasn't come back. It's
supposed to be linked to the U.S. Then
they had the housing crisis, and thought
growth would come back, but it didn't.
Sub-par growth is the Achilles heel. The
inflation rate has really remained quite
low and everyone's puzzled about this,
but I think there's a good chance we see it
kick-in at some point because of the
currency devaluation that they've had.
Then you'll be faced with an economy
which is slowing and lack of growth with
high inflation coming in. This will start to
complicate things because then the
central bank will start to have the
tendency to decide to raise rates.

Q: What's the Mexico growth outlook?
A: Growth around 2 percent is still okay,
but it's not really grown to a level where
investors and the country itself would like
to be, which is in the 3-3.5 percent growth
range per year. They've been languishing
for a long time in this 2 percent area and I
think this is going to continue.

Q: How about Argentina?
 Argentina isn't trading like a properA:

market, that's the only problem in terms of
the normal, macro metrics. It's a relatively
small part of our indices on the dollar-debt
side. It's had a good year; it's one of the
better performers. I think conditions have
improved slightly, but not any
return-to-growth at this stage. We can see
it can rally because some people are
buying the assets, but we've been
unwilling to take a major bet there.

Best investment advice: Be unemotional when making investment
decisions; it is just a transaction.
Favorite recent movie: Furious 7
Recommended book/author: What It Takes, by Charles Ellis
Favorite restaurant: Red Lobster anywhere in the U.S.
Favorite toy: My "death watch," which counts down my life and
makes me remember to grasp everyday. I apparently have 25 years,
8 months, 17 days…!
Favorite EM country to visit: South Africa. It is so cheap.
Hobbies: Wakeboarding, tennis   : Arsenal FCFavorite sports team
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RANKINGS: 3Q BEST FX FORECASTERS  BY WEI LU

RBC Tops Regional Currency Predictor Ranks; ING Best in Brazil
RBC Capital Markets was the best forecaster of LatAm currencies in the third quarter, Bloomberg data show. In the individual currency
categories, RBC also topped the rankings for both the Argentine and Colombian peso. In Mexico, X-Trade Brokers was the top
forecaster in the quarter. Click  for more rankings on your Bloomberg terminal.here

 

Overall

Rank Firm Score

1 RBC Capital Markets 65.35

2
Bank of

Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ
64.12

3
ING Financial

Markets
63.94

4 Credit Suisse Group 56.66

USDCLP

Rank Firm Score

1 Barclays 66.18

2
Bank of

Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ
65.71

3 Morgan Stanley 64.14

4 HSBC Holdings 60.21

USDPEN

Rank Firm Score

1
Bank of

Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ
70.7

2
ING Financial

Markets
69.52

3 Morgan Stanley 65.71

USDARS

Rank Firm Score

1 RBC Capital Markets 94.39

2 Rabobank 89.14

3
ING Financial

Markets
81.71

USDMXN

Rank Firm Score

1
X-Trade Brokers Dom

Maklerski
68.35

2 Silicon Valley Bank 65.58

3 Nordea Bank 64.8

4
ING Financial

Markets
63.55

5 Wells Fargo 60.62

6 Danske Bank 58.71

7 Cinkciarz.pl 58.01

USDCOP

Rank Firm Score

1 RBC Capital Markets 76.06

2
Bank of

Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ
67.69

3
Nomura Bank
International

61.24

4 Credit Suisse Group 56.42

USDBRL

Rank Firm Score

1
ING Financial

Markets
62.38

2 Citigroup 61.98

3 ABN Amro Bank N.V. 61.14

4
Bank of

Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ
58.96

5 Credit Suisse Group 58.24

6
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya

Argentaria
58.17

7 HSBC Holdings 57.79

NOTE: Currency forecasters are

ranked on three criteria: margin of

error, timing (for identical forecasts,

earlier ones received more credit)

and directional accuracy (whether

the movements the forecasts

implied coincided  with the

currency's overall direction).The

rankings, based on Bloomberg's

foreign exchange forecasts, were for

the four quarters ended Sept. 30.

Scores were calculated each

quarter for the three criteria, which

were weighted 60 percent, 30

percent and 10 percent,

respectively. Bloomberg terminal

subscribers can view the full

methodology and more of the

rankings .here

 

Best Forecasters of World's Worst Currency See More Brazil Pain    
Brazil’s real is the worst-performing major currency this year.

Ask the top-ranked forecasters and they’ll say it’s set for more
losses.

The three most accurate currency analysts see the real trading
at an average of 4.1 per dollar by year-end, data compiled by
Bloomberg show. To get there, the real would have to slide
another 6 percent, adding to its 31 percent drop this year.

Read the full story on the Bloomberg terminal .here
— Paula Sambo and Filipe Pacheco, Bloomberg News

AROUND THE REGION
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AROUND THE REGION

Recession Seen Deepening in Brazil, Venezuela; Peru Gets Reprieve

DATA FOCUS: COMMODITIES
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DATA FOCUS: COMMODITIES

Commodity Collapse Has More to Go as Goldman to Citi See Losses    
BY LUZI-ANN JAVIER, BLOOMBERG NEWS
   Even with commodities mired in the
worst slump in a generation, Goldman
Sachs, Morgan Stanley and Citi are
warning bulls that  prices  may stay lower
for years. Crude oil and copper are
unlikely to rebound because of excess
supplies, Goldman predicts, and Morgan
Stanley forecasts that weaker  currencies
i n producing countries will encourage
robust output of raw materials sold for
dollars, even during bear markets.
Citigroup says the sluggish world
economy makes it “hard to argue” that
most prices have already bottomed.  

The Bloomberg Commodity Index on
Sept. 30 capped its worst quarterly loss
since the depths of the recession in 2008.
The economy in China, the biggest
consumer of grains, energy and metals, is
expanding at the slowest pace in two
decades just as producers struggle to
ease surpluses.

“It would take a brave soul to wade in
with both feet into commodities,”  Brian

, who helps oversee about $12.5Barish
billion at Denver-based  Cambiar

. “There is far moreInvestors LLC
capacity coming on than there is demand
physically. And the only way that you fix
the problem is to basically shut capacity
in, and you do that by starving commodity
producers for capital.”

The Bloomberg Commodity Index, a
measure of returns for 22 components, is
poised for a fifth straight annual loss, the
longest slide since the data began in
1991. It’s a reversal from the previous
decade, when booming growth across
Asia fueled a synchronized surge in
prices. Farmers, miners and oil drillers
expanded supplies, encouraged by prices
that were at record highs in 2008. Now,
that output is coming to the market just as
global growth is slowing.

Over-investment in new supplies in the
past decade and favorable growing
conditions for crops caused gluts, Citi

analysts led by , the globalEd Morse
head of commodities research, said in a
report Sept. 11. The bank is bearish on
crude oil, aluminum, platinum, iron ore,
cocoa and wheat in the next three to six
months.

Brazilian iron-ore producer isVale 

among the companies that are now
increasing production after years of
investment. Second-quarter production
was a record for the period, and the
second highest in the company's history.
Third quarter results will be released on
Oct. 22.
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